





On the Factors Concern Themselves with the Streaming 
Current Generation in the Flowing liquid 
Masakazu ITO， Shigeo W AT ANABE and Shizuyasu OCHIAI 
In previous papers， itis reported that the magnitude of streaming current generation in 
f!owing liquid through the pipe is given by the product of K， T and V. 
Where K is the factor which is determined from the combimation of liquid's and pipe's 
mat巴rials.T is the relaxation time constant in liquid and V is the average velocity of liquid in 
the pipe. 
However the factor K is not clarified enough up to the present day 
Authors concluded， by experimental results， that K is mainly related to the construction of 
the electric double layer and the charging density σat the solid surface is th巴mostimportant 
quantity which determins K. In insulating liquid，σis explained as follows， ie，σ=εxl'; 
Whereεis the permittivity of liquid， x is the reciprocal of the thicknessλof the electric 


































































m')，甲は液体の粘性係数 (Pa.s)そして Uは液層 dxの














dV ~ d引sE'd; +C1= 甲2
x→∞で dV/dx=0そしての/dx=0として積分








早 v~= εEt (7) 
となる。
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一一→流速
第4図 実験装置各部の発生電流








































Fig. 6. Streaming current vs liquid velocity in pipes 
第2表液体中のと電位









































































































































































Fig. 7. Relationship between surface charge of solid 
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(2) 
で与えられ，これは本文の(14)式に示してある。
電荷密度ρと液体中の電位 Vとの聞には， Poisson 
の式が成立するので，
ρ(山
C/m3 
